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Nancy Takacs 

Understanding 

Junipers. 
Yellow leaves. 
Lost adobe and dust. 

Not my life now but yours, 
no roots curdling 

to the arroyo. 
New bees. 
Ways to abuse cliffs 

not etched 
on you anymore, 
you're forever 

in the meadow, 
globemallow 
a river of rust, 

gobbling 
soft pears 
as fast as you can. 
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Stephen Frech 

Female Nude of a Woman I've Never Seen Naked 

We've missed the point perhaps in making something beautiful. 
We admire those things most that meet their purpose: 
a stream of ants, the flowers of eggplants, 
the fine cut of a spinnaker filled in a strong wind. 
But what should we make of our bodies, 
all this flesh, all this skin and its various turnings: 
blemishes flaring, hairs cropping up. 
Pride blinds us to our own ugliness, that skin 
under the arm that begins to wrinkle then wilt. 
We wear ourselves dry and thick where we were once soft, 
fingertips callused from working the washboard, 
nipples tired from nursing the brood. 

Undress simply, as if you were alone. 
The garter and corset straps leave their impressions; 
your belly, bottom-heavy as a pear, 
pleased to sag and be as unshapely as it wishes, 
loose and fleshy as it is in a warm bath -
all of you happy to be itself and inviting me to stare. 
Now, imagine someone loving you for all that. 
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Liz Beasley 

Flashlight Fish 

The aquarium must be dark 
for us to know the thing inside: 
we cannot see the fish's small, 
black body slipping through 
the water, only the great flood 
oflight through the glass flashing 
from its forehead, a lighthouse 
searching for what might be 
lost. The body is irrelevant: 
the light represents the whole. 
Nights I walk the edge of the lake, 
search my reflection for proof 
of the real. Stars scatter above 
my face, pale and intimate, 
translated. A universe rumbling 
on the dark surface like a skin. 
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The Yakberder 
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Jenny Browne 

Here 

Where twenty-five 
minutes ofMingus costs 
a quarter, grease 

and forgiveness 

can be expected. 
Nothing dies 

slow as the smell 
of fried 
onions (thank 
God) and when 

eating like this 

is in style again 
I will bet 
my stomach against 
the way a mind 
keeps trying. 
I have never been 

this full 

baby lets go make 
us some kids just 

to bring them 
here. 
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Scott Wolven 

Hello, Arthur 

Vermont winter keeps its dark decorum. He looks out 
the kitchen window and sees big, white flakes of snow, falling 
slowly to the ground, against the backdrop of the old, red bam. 
In the pasture, perfect with the line of the stonewall and fifty feet 
apart, two trees stand stark. He sits in his straight back chair at 
the empty breakfast table. The cast iron stove creaks, awak-
ened by the morning's new fire. He carefully sharpens a cedar 
pencil with his pocket knife. The shavings drop onto the cover 
ofhis cloth-bound nickel notebook. He blows the shavings 
across the table, and opens the notebook. 

Snow today, he writes. He looks at his entry from the 
day before. "Cold" is written in the same hand as all the 
notebook entries--strong, large script that carried him all the 
way to eighth grade. The words stare up from the page at him. 
Lead gray reminds him of the bark of the two leafless oaks in 
the pasture, both busy playing dead till spring. One will stay 
that way when the snow melts in May. He hears the cows 
stirring. Chores, he writes. Lots of work to do, he thinks. 
Lots of chores, he writes. 

Wonder where she is now, he thinks. My wife passed 
away, he writes. He looks at the gray words and feels foolish. 
Mary died last night, he writes. She was probably sick for quite 
some time, he thinks. The stove creaks. Long illness, he 
writes. His tears drip onto the page. 

He doesn't want to start his day, doesn't want to step 
into the world that is no longer her home. He decides to use the 
facing page to write a letter. But he has no one to write to. 
That fellow in Massachusetts, he thinks. The family they lived 
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next to in Massachusetts, all those years ago. Before they came 
north to Newfane, Vennont. 

Dear Mister Kennedy, he writes. No, that's no good. 
Dear Mister Arthur Kennedy. No. Arthur Kennedy, he writes. 
I hope you remember me, because it has been a long time since 
I saw you last. Bad day today, he writes. Wife died. No, that 
just sounds terrible. Mary died, he writes. As you are the only 
friend we still have in Massachusetts, I wanted to write you, he 
writes. No, that makes it sound as ifl don't like people from 
Massachusetts, which is true, except for Kennedy, and Mary. 
How's beautiful Massachusetts? he writes, he lies. His tears 
come quickly, blotting the words as fast as he writes them. 

Vennont is full of Quebeckers, he writes, then remem-
bers. He always thought ofhim as Irish, but Kennedy's family 
was French-Canadian on the mother's side. They make for 
honest, hard-working neighbors, he writes. He is still crying. 
How are you? he writes. He fixes the point on the pencil, the 
shavings falling onto the wet page. With his eyes full oftears, he 
can see white shavings falling past the kitchen window. 

He remembers a conversation he had with Arthur 
Kennedy, years ago, before Mary and he left Massachusetts. 
I'm as old now as Kennedy was then, he thinks. Have you 
moved the rest oflreland over to Hadley yet? he writes. I 
remember you said that if the farm didn't work out, you were 
going to open a steamship line from Ireland to Hadley, he 
writes. He remembers Kennedy's grin. Irish twins, Kennedy 
said, pointing to the four McGuire brothers walking along River 
Road toward town. All born nine months apart, Kennedy 
winked. After a trip to the market in Boston, Kennedy came 
back with a black eye and skinned knuckles. And a small sign 
that always hung in the bam next to the shovels. Nina, the sign 
said. Kennedy told him one day-- without any details about the 
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fight. No Irish need apply. They won't starve anyone with that 
sign again, Kennedy said. 

Those days were so long ago, living in Massachusetts. 
When he and Mary were first married. They lived with Mary's 
parents and worked the fann. Until too much became too 
much. A lot of people said I was stupid for moving to Vermont, 
he writes. Said I was a hard-headed German. Said a farm this 
far north wouldn't make it. Said I should wait for the Hoosac 
Tunnel to open and take advantage oftheAlbany-Boston trade. 
Said I shouldn't take her so far from family. Wish it had been 
farther, he writes. Many was the night he swore he could feel 
the hate floating up from the Massachusetts border. Not a 
word from her people until a letter arrived after ten years, telling 
them that Mary's mother had passed away and where the grave 
was. Mary didn't shed a tear that he saw. It was all work up 
here, he writes. We didn't have much time to visit, he writes. 

The work, he thinks. The weather. One year, lost 
everything. Snow in late July, freezing temperatures. He 
couldn't believe it. Without Mary, he'd have quit. She shot her 
first deer that year, the first of many. A lot of folks quit, he 
writes, but we stuck it out together. 

He thinks about the oaks in the pasture. Over the 
course of summer into fall, one of the trees died. The other 
wouldn't last long without its mate. He knew what was under-
neath the pasture. All those roots touched. Under the ground, 
away from the rest ofthe world, the two trees were one. No 
matter that they were planted fifty feet apart, because they'd 
found each other under the earth. 

The kitchen begins to fill with morning light filtered 
through the snow. Arthur Kennedy, if alive at all, is awake and 
working in Hadley. Holyoke View Fann said the hand-carved 
sign in front ofKennedy's place. It had greeted people along 
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River Road forever. He saw it that last day, when he and Mary 
left for good. Arthur Kennedy had been near his barn, chop-
ping wood. And stopped swinging the axe for a minute, giving 
the young couple a good wave as they rode their one-horse cart 
north, on the road to Brattleboro. Tears cover the page. 

Getting light here, he writes. Should I ask about the 
weather, he wonders. He reads what he has written, stained 
with tears. Oh, this is no good at all. 

Hello, Arthur, he writes. This is the last of last 
times. My wife Mary died today and I miss her so. 
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Matthew Cooperman 
Runner-Up 2000 Permafrost Poetry Chapbook Contest 

Russian Pictures 

Suppose a door out a window on the way to Minsk 
is a guardhouse and the border, gated zone in green 
flannel, kalashnikovs, red epaulets, and my father 
with his stealth Ricoh snapping conspiracies under 
his raincoat. Suppose the games of middle-age 
men, of old men rheumy and dank. Of checkers, 
yes, the stench of cabbage, and my Jewish ghost 
walking the streets. Suppose it like exposure, 
emulsion thirty-six. I sit as still as a samovar and 
the black gate passes over me. 

Sleeping alone, or so it seemed. Then babushkas 
menacing the dark. Bed check. A flashlight flying 
up like a struck match from a flower print dress. 
The gripped click of the ViewMaster. A fever 
sweat under rough sheets. I'm eight on the 11th 
floor of the Sovietskya Hotel. I'm St. Basil's bells, 
how they peal: night from the neon rose of 
Stolichnya, sickle of moon from a flag onto a sky. 
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Lost in the galleries of the Hermitage. Endless 
corridors of gleaming icons, the scruff of heavy 
shoes. A bored Christ, rachitic. I tried to count 
faces, the occurrence of wounds. Each gaze held 
the invisible. The frame. The camera's eye. Whose 
eye? The ceiling's peeling wafer. 

Here my Mother bears the strain: a daughter's cool 
self-sufficiency, a son's strange slavic fear, a 
husband's need to place the vague romance of his 
name. Now sprung, as if from her own 
foreignness, she battles bread queues, broken 
heels, workers hunkered around tea machines. A 
fierce wind off the Neva whips her paisley scarf 
into a threat. Review. The pastel crenellations of 
another city block, each frieze the face of 
Catherine. Advance. She stares them down, 
pushes with her net bag through the crowd. 

Perhaps dancing quadrilles at the Summer Palace. 
The Czar's white trim of roses and black hearts. 
Click. Or the horse fountain galloping through a 
cloud of startled midges. A boy in wet Hush 
Puppies humming a song from America. "I've 
been through the desert on a horse with no 
name ... it feels good to be out of the rain." And the 
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beautiful grid of the city. And the shimmering 
banner ofBreshnev. Carousel. By paternal miens. His red sash 
announcing announcing .. . click. 
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Better if Used By 
"Sugar I like, yet I have no desire to become sugar." 
-- Ram Prasad 

Cas smokes a joint with my mother near the cheese 
plate. As introductions go, there's a limit to what 
can be done with freedom. Like press in the brain from 
last night's find, or lull in the tongue from slack 
listening all these years. I was given a set of 
choices. A whole set. And I laid them down in the park 
to make a network of birdnest, eros, airplane glue. 
Emotionally, already I was indulgent and forgot 
things. The point, or the pool pump silence. Dinner 
hour. idealism, sleepy astringencies of the hundred 
year rosemary hedge Sometimes the senses are anything 
but helpful. Like the White Rabbit that nibbled on my 
ear. Choices, arboreal, comsumptive. The playpen of 
poisonous seet flag that flourished then in the pipe. 
Now Hip Hop kidz wheel like sufis outside my window. 
Fly. They gave me the time and what for. Falling down 
is a habit, must be put to use. 
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Stanley Marcus 

Lake Song: Older Man, Teenage Girl 
for Gigi 

So you see me on the lakefront 
where the trees are summering 
and through the alders you 
call me out of myself and we wander 
like deer under the branches. 
We settle where the sky softens. 
You are stronger, 
your silences the words we muster. 
I was not dreaming of you 
because I avoid dreaming in the summer 
when the sun is too blatant 
and my eyes vacant like the air. 
I'm weaker than when I stumbled upon you, 
and when you summon me for the twist 
in my eyelid or my lip hidden in the shade, 
I wartt to tell you I'm more sullen 
than the water and denser than the mud 
where the crayfish hide. 
As blunt as granite, 
you lack song but have in your hands 
that something I'm unable to fathom. 
I too was younger than the marshes, 
but not now, and you are creating 
in me something that is not there, 
that was worn out in the autumn. 
Docile and more intense than 
the clouds, you are part 
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clearing and breeze, and I lean on you 
when you are not vigilant and you on me 
when you stride forward into 
what is becoming yourself. 

20 
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The Butler's Secret Sonata 
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Annie Dawid 

Winner 2000 Permafrost Fiction Contest 

Whatever You Two Call Yourselves 

1990 
In his living room in the desert, 57 miles from Ely, 

Nevada, Abby andAl talked movies for 11 hours straight, 
pausing only to comment on their food (she had brought sushi 
on ice from the Bay, he had fresh tortillas and tomatillos from 
the Mexican cowboys) and even then they managed to bring the 
meal into cinema, with comparisons to Babette's Feast and Eat 
Drink Man Woman. They had never met before. 

Sleep overpowered them somewhere around dawn and 
the merits ofJules et Jim. Abby slept in the skull-appointed 
guestroom under the gaze of coyotes, horses and cows long 
dead, feeling strangely cozy. 

When she woke, Al was typing a review of Ed White's 
latest opus for the Sydney Review ofBooks, one of the many 
overseas English-language queer press book reviews which, 
together, cobbled his living. The kettle whistled, andAl called, 
"Earl Grey or Darjeeling?" He did not drink coffee and had 
none in the house. She adjusted. 

"Whichever has more caffeine. What time is it any-
way?" She thought it must be noon or later, so bright was the 
sun in her room, illuminating crammed bookcases, a pile of 
pillows embroidered with various state maps, and a view of the 
Ruby Mountains which made her bones ache, though she was a 
city girl through and through, Abby reminded herself. 

''Nine a.m., and time to get cracking if you want to do 
anything before the heat bakes us entirely." He arrived by her 
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bedside with a tray, complete with a plate of milk chocolate 
Me Vitties digestives. His Scottish skin was the leathered pink 
of redheads too long under high-altitude sun; he refused to wear 
sunblock, calling it a ridiculous invention of the international 
pharmaceutical cartel. At 6 '4", AI towered above her like 
saguaro over barrel cactus. 

Her skin was so dark she'd been asked if she was 
black or white by the five-year-old twins of a friend in Reno 
she'd visited the day before. Her Semitic features-- raptor 
nose and Frida Kahlo eyebrow stretching from temple to 
temple-- had already caused comment in the gas station/P.O./ 
convenience/store/bar where she stopped to pee the previous 
afternoon before arriving. 

AI pulled up a whitewashed desk chair and sat. "I let 
you sleep because you did all that driving, but enough is 

ugh
,, 

eno . 
"We didn'tgo to bed until five!" As she satup,Al 

propped the pillows behind her and poured her tea from a 
pewterpot. Shewasn'tmad. 

"Four forty-five. Anything more than four hours of 
sleep is bad for the cerebration." He had 51 years to her 27 
and had left NY for the desert in the late 1980s, after losing 
"too many" to AIDS; he declined to enumerate. 

"So what did Vincent tell you about me? I'm 
hyperventilating with curiosity." He winked-- ''Not that I'm 
pressuring you, or anything." 

"Oh no. You'd never do that." She rolled her eyes. 
Vincent was a very old beau of Al's, also a New 

Yorker, with whom Abby had worked for the last year in 
Student Services at San Francisco State. Miraculously, both 
men were HIV-negative and stayed in touch through e-mail, 
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updating their mutual friends, obituaries. 
"He said you loved movies and were insufferably 

Anglophillic." 
"How untrue!" Al picked a digestive off her plate and 

nibbled it. "I hope you prefer the milk chocolate to regular 
chocolate." 

"Absolutely." She had never eaten one before and was 
instantly enamored. 

"I have a contact in Chelsea who sends me them by 
the carton." 

"That's Chelsea, London, I presume." 
"You presume correctly. What else did he say?" 
Abby shrugged. She had added Al 's name to her list 

of every gay friend of every gay friend in all the western 
states on her itinerary. But her stay in Reno had proved 
stressful: Pomegranate's artificial-insemination daughters 
were the subject of a nasty custody battle between P and 
Maxine, a high-voltage attorney with all the smarts and 
money and meanness to win the twins to her side. Maxine 
was 41 and barren, or so P described her former lover. 

"He said you were cute." 
Al pursed his lips, which were lush and full, star-

tlingly unchapped, for he made a religion ofCarmex despite 
his unconcern for the rest of his skin. "That's interesting. 
Did he also mention how foolishly he broke up with me for 
some Lady Chatterly hunk --literally a gardener in Central 
Park?" 

''No, he did not. But he did say, rather cryptically, that 
you had very high standards." 

"I hate that line!" Al wrung his hands, which were 
freckled, slim fingers unringed, palms furrowed from all the 
outdoor work of converting a miner's shack into an elegant 
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SoHo space, and blooming a Sissinghurst from a pile of tailings. 
"As if wanting to be treated like a hwnan being meant having 
too high standards!" 

She liked how the anger made red rise in his already 
crimson cheeks. Sometimes West Coasters were too mellow 
for Abby, even though she was raised a faculty brat in Palo 
Alto, California. Briefly, she mourned her ex, Fatima, from 
Newark. 

"I can't imagine Vmcent being anything less than a 
gentleman," she said, picturing her colleague's thinning silver hair 
and array of plaid bow ties. 

"Oh, but you should have seen him at twenty, coming 
out to the world, and coming onto anything that moved. Not 
that any man required seducing: he was the most beautiful boy 
in a city oozing beautiful boys." AI stroked his pwnpkin-
colored goatee. 

"Are you nostalgic?" 
"Christ no. I was never any good at being promiscu-

ous, though Lord knows I tried." 
Although she hadn't finished her tea, Abby suddenly 

handed AI her tray. "Time to get up." 
"Touch a proverbial sore spot, did I?" 
She shook her head. "I'm a lesbian, remember?" 
"Ah yes, ye of the second date marriage." 
"And don't forget the bitter divorce." 
"Like your lovely friends in Reno. How much nicer 

women are than men, etcetera etcetera." 
"I just hope those little girls aren't too trawnatized." 
"And why should they be any different from the children 

of warring hetero-parents?" 
Abby rubbed her eyes. "I always want gay people to 

be different." 
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"Better, you mean." 
''Yes." 
''You'll learn." 
She looked at him to see if he was being ironic. She 

couldn't tell. "My girlfriend of six years fell in love with a man." 
"Is that why you're on the road?" 
"I told you: I'm on my way to a new job." 
"Is that why you got a new job?" 
Abby was heading to D.C. to direct the Palestinian 

AntiDefamation League, media matters division. In her 
interview last month, she'd made sure to come out to her 
supervisor, Fariq, so that there would be no misunderstand-
ing later. "We're all workaholics around here," Fariq had 
said in response. "Gay, straight, whatever." 

"I suppose. I just couldn't handle the idea that Fatima 
was suddenly bisexual. I'm a dyke. I thought she was, too." 

AI rose. "Ah, our beloved labeling system. This, too, 
shall pass. I leave you to your toilette." 

Dressed in black jeans and black t-shirt, Abby 
appeared at the table. 

"I see you've dressed for the climate." 
She looked down at her clothing. 
"I bet you have nothing but black in your wardrobe," 

AI said, clearing the table of his laptop and papers. 
"Actually I have some white," Abby said weakly. 
"Change!" AI pointed her back toward the bedroom. 

"You'll perish if you go outside in that outfit, and I won't be 
responsible for your death-by-fashion." 

"I guess there's no one to see me, anyway." 
"Only me and Myrna to appreciate your haute couture." 

He stroked the head of his old sheepdog, Myrna Loy. "But we 
do appreciate it, don't we?" The dog looked in his eyes with 
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what seemed to Abby the purest love. 
"I never had a dog. My father is allergic." 
"So am I, actually." He sneezed, as ifto prove it. 
Abby shook her head. "I don't get it." 
"You will. You're a mere child, yet." 
"Hey, I don't let just anyone make fun of my youth. I 

always wish I'd been around for the sixties." 
"You didn't miss anything," AI said. "It was pure hype. 

Everyone had V.D." He filled the kettle. "More tea?" 
It went on like this for three days straight, though she'd 

planned only on staying overnight. He never asked her explic-
itly to stick around, but when she began, halfheartedly, to gather 
her things that afternoon, held said, "What's the huny? Is our 
glorious capital in July so appealing?" 

It was not. She removed her pajamas from her suitcase 
and stuffed them beneath the pillow. 

1999 
This time, she brought the Me Vitties. Plus a week's 

supply of fruit and vegetables in the trunk ofher luxury rental 
from Salt Lake City. AI wasn't well, she thought. He'd never 
said as much, but by then she could decipher the gradations of 
meaning between "partly cloudy" and ')ust okay" when she 
inquired about his health in their twice daily emails or phone 
calls. Though they'd seen each other only twice in the interven-
ing years-- she flying cross-country on business, he meeting her 
in Salt Lake for the day--their friendship had metamorphosed 
into the one solid foundation of Abby's life, especially after the 
death ofher mother. He'd propped her up after another long 
relationship to another Fatima, this one in fact married. "I think 
you've done your affirmative action quota on that name," he'd 
quipped. He was the sole friend from her pre-D.C. life who 
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had never pointed out the glaring inconsistency in Abby's 
dwnping Fatima 1 for theoretical bisexuality while replacing her 
with a practitioner, mother of three, and wife ofher boss. 

"What did you do, rob Zabar 's?" A1 asked, attempting 
to help her unload the jammed sedan. She wouldn't let him, 
because his hands shook, and he'd said his arthritis had sud-
denly worsened. 

"Out of my way!" She barged past him into the cool 
house, depositing shopping bags in the kitchen, videotapes in 
the living room, and her suitcase in the bone room, which 
appeared entirely unchanged. 

He hobbled up the steps behind her. "Hey! I don't 
let just anyone into my fridge!" 

"Don't worry; I haven't touched, only deposited." 
He surveyed the contents of her culinary expedition: 

white walla-walla onions, glittering starfruit, sacks of kiwis, 
grapes, mangoes. "You must have spent a zillion quid." 

During her years in Washington, Abby had become 
wealthy, or so her Oakland friends had categorized her tax 
bracket, which rose gradually as the Palestinian cause 
gained international favor. But her California friendships 
had dwindled. The lesbian baby boom exploded on College 
Avenue with a vengeance: Fatima had coupled with 
Vincent's stepsister not long after Abby's departure, and 
together they had two biological sons-- one said "alternative" 
not "artificial" insemination these days-- and another adopted 
from Brazil. 

"It's all relative. I recall you fed me beautifully the last 
time I was here, and I'd brought next to nothing." 

"And how long might you be planning to stay this time?" 
He winked, but Abby thought he might be worrying. 

"Just a week, as I said on the phone. No more." It 
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was her first vacation in ages. She'd practically lived with Fariq 
and Fatima and their children in the office, so intense was the 
atmosphere after the White House handshake, then Rabin's 
assassination, the suicide bombings, Netanyahu's precarious 
ascent. Love and politics and struggle were inseparable; 
nothing inside her could resist Fatima2 and her sexy nationalism. 
They'd left for London overnight after Fariq was dismissed 
from his post for "financial indiscretions," which Abby believed 
were trumped up charges by the rival who'd wanted and 
received the position immediately. 

"You'll tell me, after you're settled, what's happened 
with Fatima Squared since you said goodbye?" 

She bit her lip. A crying spell threatened. "Later." 
Finally, they shut the door against the 1 00-degree heat. 

A new sheepdog, Lina Wertmuller, nipped at AI 's heels as he 
made tea, but otherwise all looked the same: the white drapes 
and white carpet, kilim runners scattered everywhere, exposed 
beams recycled from a nearby mine, a skylight over AI 's desk 
exposing the peaks of the Indian-named "Sky Mother's Teats." 
She felt relieved by the way Al 's home remained inviolable to 
change. 

AI, himself, was another matter. 
"So, how are you feeling?" she asked, too intently. 
"Want to take my temperature? I prefer rectal." He 

laughed in his possibly ironic, more probably serious way. 
"Don'tjokewithme." 
"I'm old. I'm 60. I feel like shit." 
"You're not old! Don't be ridiculous!" Abby tried to con-

trol her voice and sat down in her place at the table while AI 
prepared her Darjeeling. She'd thought it was arthritis that had 
been bothering him, but now, observing his every movement, she 
became convinced it was Parkinson's. Part of 
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her plan for the vacation was to get him to a doctor in Salt Lake 
for tests; he'd had no insurance ever since he came to the 
desert. 

"Hah! Easy for you to say." The teacup rattled as he 
placed it in its saucer before her. "You're in your thirties!" 

"I apologize. Blame my parents." 
"I'm sorry about your mother, you know." 
She waved away his words. "It was a good death. 

She died at home with my dad and me. She said she was 
proud of me." Abby rose, went to her bedroom and returned 
with a tiny bottle of Wild Turkey. "I want to see how this 
tastes with India's finest." 

AI cleared his throat. "Abby, it's not even dark out." 
"You going straight on me, so to speak?" 
"You never used to drink. I mean, not whiskey. Not 

at two in the afternoon." 
She shrugged. "Look, I'm here to take care of you. 

Don't fuck with me." 
He saluted her. "Yes, sir. Only methinks it's you who's in 

need of aid. There's nothing going on with me, while you've lost 
your mother and Fatima Two within the year. 

"Shh." Sheputherforefingerto herlips. "Let's talk 
about movies." She poured the contents of the bottle into her 
tea and drank. "Yow!" 

"Is this a new trick you learned in the seat of govern-
ment?'' 

"Booze in the daytime?" 
"In one's teacups; isn't that a euphemism for drunk-

enness?" 
"AI, I'm not drunk. Please, Mr. Playboy, don't become 

my disciplinarian all of a sudden." 
"That's Mr. Former Playboy to you. You know I've 
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never been a big partier. Which is probably why I'm still alive. 
For better or worse." He picked up his spoon. "Milk. That's 
what I like in my tea." He stirred. 

"I'm not exactly a candidate for The Days ofWine and 
Roses." 

''Not yet! But maybe The Lost Weekend? What about 
Bartl ?'' y. 

She snorted. "Al, please. I brought all the latest British 
videos I could find. Including a homo love story or two." 

His eyebrows shifted upwards. "Okay. I'll let you 
change the subject. For now. No Jarmon, I hope." 

"He's dead, remember?" 
"Bad filmmakers never die; they make posthumous 

movies for at least a decade." 
"Why don't you like him? The Advocate says he's the 

best gay filmmaker we've ever had." 
Al covered his ears. "Abby Habibie! I can't believe 

you buy that crap. Tell me, are you a good media matters 
director or a good lesbian media matters director?" 

"That's not the same thing!" 
"Why not?" 
Abbypouted. "I don't understand you. Ifyoudon't 

like distinguishing between gays and straights, then why do you 
write for the queer press?" 

He sighed, "Because they hire me." 
"That's the only reason? I don't believe you." 
Al 's fingers trembled as he played with his spoon. 

"Once, it's true, I believed in that 'we, crap, 'our' greatest short 
story writer, novelist, whatever." He watched his hands shake; 
so did Abby, though neither said anything. "But who is this 
great we? All because I prefer men or at least I did when I had 
a sex life, once upon a time does that mean I have anything in 
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common with the Log Cabinettes?" 
"You hate rhetorical questions." 
"For a reason!" 
"You could just as well ask if you have anything in 

common with me. Ostensibly, very little." 
"Correct." 
"And yet, we've become close." 
"And you think that has something to do with our 

homosexuality?" He looked at her as if she might spontane-
ously combust. 

"Why not?" 
"You keep answering my questions with questions. 

You must have learned this from the politicians~ It doesn't 
b " ecomeyou. 

She nodded. "Fariq did that a lot. But that's beside 
the point. You always try to avoid groups." 

AI gestured toward the window. "Brilliant analysis, 
doctor. I prefer the edges." 

"Hah. This is the edge ofthe edge! But really, AI, 
you can't avoid the fact that we do fit into certain categories, 
like it or not." 

"Others make those categories. That's the problem 
with them." 

"True. But that doesn't make them go away. Take 
the whole AIDS epidemic; you think the medical establishment 
would have let it go so far if, say, legionnaires were dying 
instead of fags?" 

"You're plagiarizing Randy Shilts' argument. It's true, 
isn'tit?" 

"And yet, now the queer dollar is the most sought 
after by those very same medical turncoats." 

"What about my people?" 
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"Which people? Lesbian people?" 
"The Palestinians! Until we get our own state, we '11 be 

anathema both here and in the Middle East. I can't escape that 
designation, being a Palestinian. Nor do I want to." 

"And yet, how many of those flag wavers would open 
their arms to you and your dyky friends? one group doesn't 
necessarily include another. In fact, those memberships tend to 
be exclusive." 

"So you'll never join any of them, huh." 
"Me and Groucho Marx." 
She looked at the clock, a Roman numeral antique 

whose numbers went counterclockwise, to Abby's way of 
thinking. "Let's watch a movie." 

"I need my nap." He left the table and headed to his 
bedroom. "I'll clean up later." 

She wanted to call out, "I thought too much sleep ruins 
your synapses!" But she did not. He did look old; he did look 
like shit. Nine years ago he would never have left a dirty dish 
on the table. Nor in the sink, for that matter. She cleaned up, 
took another bottle ofWild Turkey from her bag, and went 
outside to think. 

For one week, they took walks, cooked meals, watched 
films and talked films, but not with the same velocity of their first 
encounter. Although there were nine more years of movies to add 
to the mix, their overall quality seemed to them both poorer than 
what had come before, and they found themselves lamenting the 
demise of cinema. After watching "Lorenzo's Oil," she told him 
about the medical exam she'd scheduled in Salt Lake, and, to her 
complete bafflement, he uttered not one word of protest. 

That night, she in her bed, he in his, both their doors 
open to maximize the slight breeze, AI began to talk to her 
through the darkness. 
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"I've been worried about you," he said. "For some 
time now. 

"That's my line," she called back. "Especially when you 
didn't argue about going to the hospital." 

"I'm trying to set a good example." 
She sat up. "Example for what?" 
"Ever since Fatima Squared took off, you've been ... 

frankly, in shit shape. No energy in your voice as of old. And my 
Black Cleopatra, you look like Isabelle Adjani in Ishtar." 

She groaned. "Hardly." 
"And this alcohol in the afternoon business. You've had 

cocktails every day this week. How long has she been gone?" 
"Seven months," she said without hesitation. "Three 

weeks, and a day. Day and a half." 
"You really loved her. Those kids, too." 
She didn't answer. 
"I think you're one of those people who has to have a 

partner to function at your best. Some people are like that." 
He paused. "Unlike me." 

"What about you?" she asked, chewing her cuticles, 
a habit recently acquired to combat smoking, something she and 
Fatima and Fariq used to do all day and all night. She hadn't 
told AI, fearful ofhis wrath. "Have you really given up?" She 
heard the jangle of the dog's collar as Lina rearranged herself 
on his king-sized bed. 

"You're depressed; do you realize that?" His voice 
was steady. "And this drinking really has me concerned." 

''You're changing the subject." 
''No. You are. I think you should see a counselor." He 

hesitated. "You have every symptom of clinical depression." 
"And you don't?" Her voice inflected the last word. 

"S " orry. 
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"What for?" 
Had she hurt his feelings? In all this time, she had never 

wounded him, nor had she ever been stung by his tongue, which 
regularly tainted the careers of writers, and lives of old friends 
who took directions of which he didn't approve. 

"It makes me happy you're here," he said, so softly that 
at first she thought he was whispering to Lina. 

"Me too," she called. "I love you a lot, you know? I 
realize I rarely say it." With the Fatimas, the expression was a 
daily ritual. On the phone, with her parents, and now just her 
father, the words were pro forma. 

He mumbled something. 
''What?" 
He mumbled again. 
"I can't hear you." 
He cleared his throat. "I said," he said very carefully, as 

if trying out a new language, "do you want to join me? I mean, 
this bed could sleep a family of four, no one touching." 

She didn't answer for a long time. So long, in fact, that 
he thought she'd fallen asleep. 

"Abby?" 
Wrapping her naked self in one ofhis smooth cotton 

sheets-- it was so hot she'd forsaken pajamas-- Abby entered 
his bedroom, which she'd been in only once before, to look at 
the view, and lay down on his left, Lina curled up between 
them. Neither spoke for some time. 

"This is nice," she whispered. 
"Are you comfortable?" AI asked, patting Linals 

haunches as she bridged her little body between his neck and 
Abby's chest. Abby patted the dog, too, and their hands met 
and linked over Lina's swiftly beating heart. Both breathed 
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slowly, in unison, and slept. Abby dreamed she, her mother, 
father andAl were chasing Lina and Myrna up the side of the 
Sky Mother's Teats. When they arrived at the top, completely 
exhausted, Abby discovered that the pack on her back was 
actually a child, her child, demanding to be fed. 

The sun touched her bare breasts the sheet had 
partially unraveled during the night and Abby thought she 
was still dreaming. But it was no baby at her breast; in-
stead, Lina's head, cupped in Al 's hand, nestled against her 
right nipple. For the first time, she had risen before him, and 
now, watching him sleep, she began to cry, quietly. Though 
Al's eyes remained shut, he removed his hand from Lina's 
head and stroked Abby's cheek. Abby fell asleep again and 
did not dream. When she woke, Al was handing her a mug 
ofDarjeeling, saying, "Lazybones, let's hit the road." 

The doctor said the results of Al's labwork wouldn't 
be available right away. But from the physical exam, he 
believed Al was in excellent health, his cardiovascular 
system that of a man twenty years his junior. Dr. Goranson's 
sole concern was Al 's skin. There were a few spots on the 
forearms he'd excised, and a larger area on his back that he 
wanted an expert to look at. 

"Melanoma?" Al asked in his non-ironic voice. 
"I have no idea until the lab reports come back. Just 

a hunch." 
Abby's heart roared. "What if, what if it's .... " 
"Malignant?" the doctor suggested. 

Abby nodded, reached around Al 's waist, and held on. 
"Your husband could probably handle some more 

cutting. As long as it's remained superficial, skin cancer is 
generally easily curtailed. That's my guess, but I could be 
wrong. That's why I'd like a specialist to see you next 
time." 
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Aland Abby looked at each other. "We're not mar-
ried," Al said. 

"Whatever," Dr. Goranson said. 
"What about the tremors?" Abby asked. "I was 

worried it was Parkinson's." 
''You were?" Allooked at her quizzically. ''You never 

said anything." 
"I was too scared." 
Al squeezed her shoulders. 
"Nah." The doctor shook his head. "Arthritis will do that 

sometimes. You have no other symptoms of Parkinson's." Then 
he looked at his watch, as ifthey' d overstayed, and walked them 
to the door. "I'll call you with the results." 

"When?" Abby asked. 
"Day after tomorrow at the latest. I' 11 telephone you 

and your husband-- sorry, whatever you two call yourselves--
as soon as the lab gets back to me." HewinkedatAl, as if in 
some complicit manly understanding of women's tendency to 
worry. 

"But we live in Ely," Abby said. "Should we stay in Salt 
Lake? In case you have to do more tests?" 

"That's up to you," the doctor said. "Now, I'm sorry, 
but I have another appointment." 

In the only above-ground gay/lesbian restaurant -bar in 
Salt Lake City, Aland Abby drank in silence. Around them, 
men and women in hiking attire buzzed and flirted. It was late 
afternoon, the kind of day that real estate brochures featured to 
lure neophytes to the desert. A breeze filtered through the open 
windows, smelling of sand and salt; a mauve glow made every-
one look as if they were in a Range Rover advertisement. 
Finally, Abby exploded. 

"You idiot! How many times did I tell you to wear 
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sunblock? What is this, your death wish for surviving AIDS? I 
can't believe you, with your complexion, being so stupid!" She 
was practically screaming, and a few strangers at nearby tables 
looked at her and then back at their drinks. She knew abso-
lutely nothing about skin cancer, only that it could be fatal. 
"Darling, will you please, please shut up?" AI asked in his best 
English accent. She knew that he broke out in Britspeak only 
when he no longer wanted to communicate. 

She couldn't decide whether to hit him or cry. 
Instead, she went to the bar to get another whiskey and soda. 
She would not look at him. 

"Are you her sister?" drawled a blonde at the other 
end of the bar, pointing to the bartender. In a black leather 
bustier glued to the woman's tan, firm torso, the bartender 
had dark hair the same shoulder-length as Abby's, and an 
identical nose. Abby prayed her name was not Fatima. 

"What can I do you for?" She smiled a big-toothed, 
loud smile. 

As the woman mixed her drink, the blonde yelled, "You 
two gotta be related. I'll bet my horse!" 

The bartender looked into the mirror, where Abby's 
reflection was parked just an inch from her own. There was, 
in fact, a remarkable resemblance. 

After handing Abby her drink, the bartender wiped her 
palms on her apron and offered her hand. "Shalom," she said. 
"I'm Miriam." 

"And I'm Palestinian," said Abby, annoyed. 
"Even more reason to say Shalom." Miriam leaned 

forward, allowing Abby a view of the furrow between 
Miriam's breasts. "I'm a big Arafat supporter. Pro-peace 
all the way," she said conspiratorially. 

"How much?" Abby got out her wallet, then wondered 
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if she should buy AI another iced tea. When she turned to look 
at him, he was deep in conversation with a younger man. 
Someone just his type, from what he'd told her: tall, blond, 
slight but not fragile, finely arched eyebrows, a sculpted, 
delicate nose. Everything she was not. Turning back to the bar, 
she looked at the nape ofMiriam 's neck as she shook a martini. 

meant" 

hands. 

care. 

"I'm Abby," she said, holding out her hand. 
"I'm Jewish," said Miriam, talking to Abby's reflection. 
"I didn't mean to be rude," said Abby. ''No offense 

''None taken." Miriam about-faced, and they shook 

"Sisters!" shouted the drunk blonde. "Twins!" 
"I do have a twin, in fact," said Miriam. 
"Is your twin gay?" Abby asked, though she didn't 

"Is the Pope Catholic?" Miriam grinned. 
Abby tried not to think about Al as she chatted up her 

double. It was Abby's fault they were still in Salt Lake instead 
of driving home to Ely. Was she being a jerk? Of course she 
was scared; Al was pretending not to be, just like a man. 

After ten minutes ofbartalk, Abby could bear it no 
longer. She marched back to the table, prepared to beg 
forgiveness, even to grovel, if necessary. But AI wasn't there. 
Panicked, she asked a couple at the next table if they knew 
when he'd left or where held gone. 

"On the patio," called the blonde. "With his boyfriend. 
Hey! Can I buy you a Margarita?" 

Abby rushed toward the glass doors, slowing when she 
saw the men standing together, gesturing toward the Wasatch 
Range. Then Al pointed west, and his glance 
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included Abby. He smiled, and motioned for her to join them. 
"This is Erik-- Marcus Welby to the Salt Lake elite." 

Al held her elbow. "Erik, meet Abby, lover of women named 
Fatima, and my dear, dear friend." She could have kissed him 
but didn't. "Erik says our Doctor Rude at the U. is pretty 
decent, but he thinks we should see a dermatologist for a 
second opinion." 

"What's his or her name?" Abby pulled out her 
wallet, and pluckedAl's fountain pen from his breast pocket. 

"Well, funny enough," Erik paused, looking ruefully 
at AI, "we've got a downright bevy of skin cancer special-
ists out here." 

"Erik's invited us to a very groovy, hard-to-find 
Indian restaurant. Want to go?" 

She did. 
The following night, assured by Dr. Rude that the 

biopsy results would be ready in the morning, Abby lay on her 
bed in the motel, sleepless. AI snored, Lina cuddled beside 
him. All day Al and Erik had toured the city together, Abby 
tactfully keeping out of their way, even making a weak gesture 
toward work. She located the Palestinian organization at the 
U., another at a mosque, and left some pamphlets. But she'd 
smoked a pack of American Spirits, and her cuticles were raw. 
What if Al was dying? What ifhe was in love with Erik? What 
if he was in love with Erik and dying? What if he wanted to be 
with Erik instead of her? She couldn't believe she was even 
thinking in those terms, to "be with" her as if they were lovers, 
which they decidedly were not. They were not bi, she told 
herself: neither of them. 

"I wonder if it's death hovering nearby that's waking up 
my sex drive," said AI. She hadn't realized he'd stopped 
snonng. 
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"I've heard of that." 
"Seriously, I didn't think I had feelings down there 

anymore. This Dr. Erik fellow has a healing touch, I guess. A 
real Hippocrates." 

Abby winced. "First do no hann." "What?" 
"I'm glad you like him. He's terrific." And he was: 

forty-ish, healthy, a few years out of his last relationship, re-
cently moved to Salt Lake and in love with the desert. I can't 
believe you just walk into a gay bar and find your true love." 

"I didn't say he was my true love; those are your 
words. Are you jealous?" He turned on his side to face her; 
Lina did the same. "True love? Who knows. I like him; he 
likes me. That's a first in, oh, say, a decade or so." 

She couldn't keep from smiling. "I know, I know. I'm 
jumping to conclusions." 

''You lesbians." 
"Well, at least we have longevity. Of a sort." 
"Couldn't you find at least one Fatima today?" 
"Actually, I did. A professor of Arabic, no less." 
''Well?" 
"Well what?" 
"Aren't you going to fall in love?" 
She snorted. "It's not a pre-requisite, you know, that 

people I love are named Fatima. You're not." 
"True. Nor am I a lesbian." 
"I always knew you were a genius." 
"Abby." He turned on the light. "Listen, all because I 

might go under the knife tomorrow." He laughed weakly. 
"Might have cancer, I don't want it to change anything between 

" us. 
"What's changing?" She crossed her anns tightly 
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over her chest. 
"You're acting ... like a jealous lover. Unpleasantly." 
"I am not." 
"I think I'm a better judge of that than you are." 
"You're always a better judge, or so you think. But 

you weren't so wise about the sunblock cabal, were you?" It 
was out before she could rescue it. 

"That's the second time in two days you've insulted 
" me. 

"I'm sorry." She sighed. "I'm so scared. AI, aren't 
you scared?" 

"Of what?" 
"What do you think? Death." 
He shook his head. "I saw so much death in New 

York, Abby. I was scared; that's why I left. Fled, really. But 
I' 11 be 61 on my next birthday. Death isn't so rare or wrong at 
my age. Your mother was only 65." 

"Can I lie down with you?" 
''Not tonight, my sweet." 
Stung, she turned out the light and faced the wall. 
"Please," he said. "Don't be angry with me. I need 

to shore up my strength." 
"Okay." She turned back. In the light from the parking 

lot, they could see each other's faces. Both were grim. 
"I never told you that I had a girlfriend in my first year 

of college, did I? Before I surrendered to the inevitable." 
She sat up. "You never told me." 
"So I probably didn't mention that she had an abor-

tion." 
Abby didn't know what to say. "It was illegal, then, 

wasn't it?" 
"Yes." 
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""\"IT h k ?" vvas s e ... o ay. 
"She was fine." 
Abby waited. 
"I haven't spent a lot of my life thinking about it," he 

began. "I'm pro-choice and all that. But lately it's nearly all I 
can think about. My child would now be ... " 

"Forty-two," she said, "Erik's age." 
"I could even be a grandfather." 
She heard a new edge in his voice. Was it regret? 
"Today, gay men adopt. Or find a surrogate mother," 

he said. 
"Or pair up with a lesbian." 
"That too." 
"We could." 
"You've never said you wanted kids!" Al frowned. 
''Not to you." 

She was lying, and he'd caught her. "Too busy. Work. 
The Fatimas. And being around her kids was like having my 
own. Almost. But now, I don't know. Everything's different." 

''No. Everything's the same. Just with some varia-
tions." He reached across the space between their beds and 
pushed a lock ofhair from her forehead. "Don't get carried 
away, Cleopatra. You Semites: always so melodramatic." 

"Is the Pope Catholic?" She remembered Miriam's 
dark skin, asking to be touched, also the business card tucked 
in her pocket of Dr. Fatima Hassan, who had written her home 
phone across the back. 

"What does that have to do with anything?" 
''Nothing." She tried to picture it: Al, Erik, herself, 

together. One of those women in her bed. Maybe. A baby. 
Maybe. "Tony Randall had a kid at 77 ." 

"I know. That old queen." 
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''Whatever.'' 
Abby envisioned the scene the next morning: she and 

AI and Dr. Rude, he gravely shaking his head, documents in 
hand. Those Mormons, she thought-- no humor-- then 
chastized herselffor making generalizations like AI. 

New picture: Dr. Goranson smiling them into his 
office, all chirpy comments about the weather. 

No. The first vision was stronger. 
"What are you thinking about tomorrow?" she asked. 
But Al had fallen asleep. Lina, too, was snoring. 

Abby shut her eyes and prayed. 
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David S. Cho 

My Early Linguistic Lesson 

Because I was lonely, 
moving to the white house 
and sidewalked 

suburbs of Chicago, 
and needing 
to get out 

and make some friends, 
I went to the park, where 
they would bmx jwnp 

on a hill, all evening long 
until it grew too dark for 
even the buzzing bulb lights. 

Invariably, one would say 
"fuck you" and I would blink 
and not understand--
was it "You, 
fuckyou-
rself' 

or"I 
willfuck 

" you. 

I was still a boy 
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who believed that babies 
came from my mother's stomach. 

And in either case--
my interpretation 
or their proposition-- I preferred neither 

and would say, ''No." 
They would laugh, 
so mouth open wide, 

their teeth shone 
yellow like the bulbs, and white 
as the cement and stars that night. 
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Ravi Shankar 

Night at The Remedy 

Seated on the arm that extends 
tattered from the couch, you glow 
in the bar's low light, moored amid 
cracked peanut shells, empty ashtrays, 
the drunken roar of fraternal glee 
that surrounds us. You tell me how 
a friend believes that by bedding 
innumerable women, he attains the spirit 
of one, holding fragments to his chest 
until it begins to feel like his mother. 
Your knee is very close to mine. 
And I am reminded of the study 
concluding perfect beauty was made 
by superimposing face on face 
on face ad infinitum till the gestalt 
emerged, vacant and symmetric. 
You tremble with what now brings 
through the darkened entrance; 
my vision distorts in this gray air. 
I want to peer into another as much 
as anyone but knowing each view 
hurts, I defer. You speak of veering 
off every path into interim abodes, 
as if eventually you'll arrive full-circle. 
Perhaps you will. No one has put 
a song on, and balls knock together 
on green felt behind us. Two shades 
drawn in midnight, two pints ofbitter--
What wouldn't happen if we touched? 
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Virgil Suarez 

Rifle 

when my wife and I lived at her parents' 
old house, which they gave us, I found 
a rifle, one my father-in-law called a "boat 
rifle," because he kept it in the boat taken 
apart and sealed in its own case which floated, 
and I found it under a stairway closet, put it 
together, this yellow-butted rifle, without 
knowing what I was doing, then I found 
a couple of .22 caliber bullets, loaded one, 
walked outside to the patio of the dying 
avocado tree, aimed and ftred, a report 
louder than I expected, then suddenly 
I noticed it was a Saturday morning, across 
the yard there's a kid's birthday party 
in progress, and I think I missed the tree. 
I feel my knees buckle as I think I 
hit one of the children playing on the swing, 
my head grows dizzy, my scalp tickles, 
and I run inside, break apart the rifle 
as though it is an arm, or a length of crusty 
French bread. I put everything back 
where I found it, have a seat by the door 
to wait for the police to show up, arrest 
me for having been so stupid, and I sink 
into the softness of the chair, waiting, 
thinking that I deserved to be put away 
for my mere stupidity and much more, 
much, much more. I look at the picture 
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ofthat old dead tree in our back yard, 
and I notice how I am leaving fingerprints 
on the glossy surface, like tracks I plan 
to follow back, remembering the way. 
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J.R. Solonche 

Saturday in Town 

On the street in town, 
Everyone is canying something, 
Everyone's arms are full. 

The old man is carrying 
Fifty years of newspapers. 
Each year is a bundle tied in string. 

His back is bent from the weight. 
This wife is carrying her past. 
It is made of glass. It is extremely, fragile. 

She carries it in a velvet pouch 
Inside a wooden box inside a metal case 
Inside a leather satchel with two straps. 

The husband is carrying Monday. 
He holds it like a dozen roses. 
He holds it like the wheel of a fast car. 

This teenaged boy is carrying three futures. 
They are light as feathers, as bubbles. 
He tosses them up before him as he walks. 

This old woman is carrying death. 
She holds it in her arms like a newborn. 
She is singing it a lullabye under her breath. 
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I am carrying myself on a tray. 
I am a waiter delivering the meal. 
Arrogant and aloof, I balance myself 
On my right hand, over the heads 
Of the others. My left ann swings freely. 
It clears my way to your table. 
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Weaver of Hope 
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Amy Reese 

ice age 

you dream about icebergs 
they come to you rapidly 
as if you were flying in towards them from some great distance 
you circle around them, slowing 
assessing the greatness of their icy bulk 
examining the facets that make up their undefinable form 
tee 
simple and pure 
like the three atoms colliding to make it and then freezing-- as if 
that tenuous proximity weren't enough 
to keep it warm 

in your dreaming mind you soar 
like the knife-winged gulls you curse so vehemently when 
grounded 
you soar, feeling the wind rushing about you feeling the ice blast 
out of the berg-- a mandorla of cold 
a permeated tingling through corpuscles 
diving again and again, closer and closer 
your breath without vapor, you're cold without pain 

you are impervious to the murderous frontier of the level sea 
you dive at will breaking the barrier without breathing or 
needing breath 
your mind gives you gills 
if and only if you would die without them 
an immortal 
passing freely between sea and sky as if that wall were paper 
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speeding closer until the cold numbs detail from your sight 
rushing towards that huge icy whiteness as if you were rushing 
towards 
god at the end of a long tunnel 
you stop and look to the rising sun 

you dream about the north wind 
how it curls about your face like a comforting hand 
there is a kinship here 
you feel it as you move beneath above around and through 
before rushing headlong into the icy kiss that leaves you reeling 

you wake 
your breath is heavy 
you feel like you've come 
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Dane Cervine 

After The Earthquake 

I became fascinated with old benches, 
old theater pews 
saved from demolition 

like the ones from Cafe Pergolessi 
behind the old bookshop 
before the big quake. 

I'd wander from cafe to cafe 
sitting in each wooden chair found, 
dispersed in second hand sales 
across town, 

the soft weathered touch 
a sign-post of survival--
that one can be found 
again and again 

even after the earth 
opens 

to take you from 
all you know. 
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Ronald McFarland 
Winner Permafrost Poetry Chapbook Contest 

Affordable Dining 

Don't tell us about the best place in town, 
where the chef comes from San Francisco 
or Paris, and the waitresses hold graduate 
degrees in the fine arts, and the manager 
went to business school at Harvard, 
and the owner winters in Bermuda. 

We're looking for a family restaurant, 
plain, unfranchised home cooking 
where the only thing French is the fries 
and the waitresses avoid grammar as if 
she were an old lady holding a tiny purse 
and ordering the cold plate special. 

We're looking for a family restaurant, 
where the manager is the owner, or at least 
his no-good brother-in-law from Iowa, 
and the kids can whine and spill at will 
because the threadbare carpet could care less. 

We're looking for a family restaurant, 
no special atmosphere, just oak paneling, 
Formica tables, plastic glasses, paper 
placemats distorted by state maps drawn 
so out of scale you couldn't possibly 
get from here to there. We like the grand-
motherly waitresses and high school dropouts 
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who respect any tip, even those that jingle. 

We're looking for a family restaurant, 
where green beans and peaches bloom 
from number ten cans, and mashed potatoes 
grow in boxes, and prime ribs hail from 
deep in the freezer, and mother's homemade pie 
was baked last week in a supermarket 
eighty miles away by the placemat map. 

So please don't tell us where top sirloin 
will melt on our palates, and halibut 
swim straight to the broiler, and dessert 
burst into a conflagration of cherries. 
Just show us a family restaurant, low 
prices, no cocktails, no soft lights, just us. 
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Proposal for an Encyclopedia of Desserts 

It will not be alphabetical, but will start 
with a memory of the poet, Richard Hugo, 
consuming ice cream in a valiant effort 
to avoid booze: Rocky Road by the bowls-full. 

It must include my mother's butterscotch pie 
which I once tried to fabricate with 
disastrous results, and my wife's pecan, 
and the coconut cream 
served at the Colonial Restaurant on U.S. 1 
in Cocoa, Florida, until 1962, 
when the right to refuse service 
became wrong, 
and almost anyone's blackberry. 

Sadly, this compendium will exclude 
your rum cake, inappropriate for underage 
consumers, along with that special 
chocolate pudding you were planning 
for me to lick from between your breasts. 
Decency must prevail, even with desserts. 
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Sandra Dean 

Landings 

When I can't concentrate, 
and there is no place to land my thoughts, 

I drive home to this shining beach, 
lean against sandbags 

in front of the lifeguard house, 
watch the sea sort through itself: 

Page after page lifts, curls, crumbles 
as if one day it will find a name, an anchor. 

I want nothing more than gulls overhead, 
their complaints to the blue, 

and their afternoons, between hungers, 
when they arc in and bloom in pockets of sand. 

Near my towel hundreds of small tridents 
emboss the sand where pigeons tracked. 

At the waterline a gray pigeon stands on one leg, 
the hot orange ring ofhis eye 

closed down behind ash-colored feathers. 
Here I feel the weight of trust, 

the blessing of a reluctant winter sun 
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on the soles of my feet, 

the devotion of wind to my hair, 
salt spray pearling my arm, 

and the moon, the eucharist, already risen 
over this congregation, tugging at my blood. 
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Christopher Chambers 

The Color of Her Eyes 

AUTUMN. His head filled with martyrs and dancing girls, Fish 
rode the bus downtown to work, rode the bus with secretaries 
and junior stock brokers, fry cooks, insomniacs, bag ladies, 
students on their way to the assorted colleges advertised on 
daytime television. Fish did not own a car. He spent his days 
moving pallets of shrink-wrapped Bibles through a cavernous 
warehouse and out onto a loading dock with a forklift, transfer-
ring them onto semi-trailers bound for places like Atlanta, Fort 
Worth, and Seattle. He was AWOL from the Coast Guard. 

A year ago he'd left his hometown on the Mesabi Iron 
Range to see the world. Like Robert Zimmerman before him, 
Fish hailed from the ghost town ofHibbing, Minnesota. But 
Fish did not care for Bob Dylan. In Hibbing, they still called 
him Bobby Zimmerman. When the subject came up, Fish liked 
to tell about the time his uncle, Otto Fischer, beat up young 
Bobby Zimmerman and stuffed him in a trash can. Fish listened 
to Metallica. He'd enlisted to see the world's vast oceans and 
exotic ports, imagining its women waiting like vessels for his 
youthful wanderlust. After three months in San Diego painting 
quonset huts with gray oil-base paint from five gallon pails, he 
had yet to see a ship. His disappointment in the world was 
profound. And so he bought a one-way ticket on a Greyhound 
bus and slowly, stopping often, rolled east and north across the 
continent, following Highway 61 to the Twin Cities, almost 
home. 

Fish arrived with a new tattoo of the Silver Surfer on his 
left bicep. He answered a help wanted ad at the Augustine 
Press. He brought comic books to work, grew his blond hair 
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out into a little ponytail. On sunny days he sat outside on his 
breaks, on the concrete steps of the massive old warehouse and 
smoked. He thought about a girl named Wendy, and about 
fatherhood. He sometimes walked two blocks north to the 
Mississippi River on his lunch break, ignored the No Trespass-
ing sign and climbed over a chain link fence onto the old stone 
arch bridge below St. Anthony Fails. On the condemned 
bridge, the city disappeared in the noise of the river and Fish 
could close his eyes and imagine he was far away. 

Fridays after work he gathered at the time clock with 
his fellow workers. After punching out, they walked together 
up the street to drink in the dark strip bars that flourished in the 
shadows of the looming brownstone City Hall and Courthouse. 
The older teamsters were hunched, serious men who drank 
hard and grudgingly offered up crumpled bills to the near naked 
girls on the small stage. Fish believed that he was not like them, 
although he feared that one day he would be. A schedule of 
dancers, their first names written in colored chalk on a small 
chalkboard, hung near the steps at the side of the stage. Fish 
never saw Wendy's name on the board. He watched the 
scheduie of clubs she kept on her refrigerator, and he went 
uptown to Liquor Lyle's on the nights she was scheduled to 
dance in the Third Avenue bars. 

Many mornings he punched in at the warehouse feeling 
sick in body and soul. On these days, he would crawl off to 
sleep on the seventh floor, safe with his union card, behind dusty 
boxes of religious pamphlets and votive candles. He stretched 
out like Jesus Christ himself on wooden shipping pallets, and 
gloried in the pleasure of the firm wood beneath his flesh and 
bones. He imagined himself paying for his sins. And Wendy's, 
too. The sun beamed through the dirty glass of opaque ware-
house windows. The air danced with ancient dust. He dreamt 
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fitfully of a family haloed in sunlight, a child whose face he 
could never quite see. The child had Wendy's hair and eyes. 
Eyes the color of her eyes. He could sometimes see the 
flawless skin, and sometimes the hair, but never all at once. He 
stayed enough awake to hear the groan of the freight elevator 
rising up through the dusty floors. The burly foreman would 
never come up seven flights of stairs on foot, Fish figured. The 
minutes dragged, and the months flew by. 

Fish gradually embraced the idea of fatherhood, like an 
unwashed martyr in one of the books amongst which he dozed. 
He felt stirrings of responsibility. Of fear. Wendy danced on, 
and on those nights, Fish discussed things with Kenny the Hat 
across the bar at Lyle's. The hat in question, a Cleveland 
Indians baseball cap, blue cotton emblazoned with the colorful, 
toothy caricature of a grinning Native American. One of a 
clique of expatriate ex -chemical abusers, Kenny, a native of 
Cleveland, had landed in the Land of 10,000 lakes for a dose 
of cutting-edge treatment, fresh air and clean living. Like many 
he stayed. Like some of the many, he had relapsed into old 
habits in a new town. 

A FUNERAL. The babies and small children are buried offby 
themselves under two elm trees in the northwest comer of 
Lakewood Cemetery. Fish discovered this on a bitter cold 
November day, and the knowledge of the place lay inside him 
like a seed, dormant and cruel. The mourners, he among them, 
huddled together. There was no warmth in the sun, just a harsh 
light that fell on the small group and on the bare trees that lined 
the dormant sod with long, thin shadows. 

In the distance, a man in green coveralls leaned against 
a backhoe. He watched, smoking a cigarette, hoping to finish in 
time to watch the second half of the VIkings-Saints game in the 
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dim warmth of Liquor Lyle's. The group shivered around a 
small, shadowed, wound-like hole recently carved in the frozen 
earth. The tiny casket above contained the body of a six-
month-old infant girl, born without functioning kidneys, and with 
an addiction to cocaine. Fish couldn't help thinking that this 
sorry scene was best in the end for all concerned. The infant 
had a name, but he would not long remember it. 

Fish had his arm around Wendy in a feeble attempt to 
warm and console. He thought about the small life that was 
growing uninvited inside of her. He had only a vague idea 
of what would come next, knew even less what to hope for. 
He half-feared and half-hoped that Wendy would leave him 
soon, and that he would have the strength to let her go. What 
he felt between them was fast fermenting into that peculiar 
hatred reserved for those who have seen the worst flaws of 
each other's souls, for those who have received the deepest 
love. These were Wendy's friends, not Fish's. 

Annie, the dead baby's mother, was the ghost-like 
shadow of former beauty. She may have been crying, but 
Fish couldn't tell. All of the mourners wore sunglasses. All 
of them sniffled. Peter, the father of the dead baby, shivered 
unshaven in a long woolen coat. He was the pastry chef at 
Chez Marie Roget where Wendy worked as a waitress. He 
was reputed to be a good pastry chef Fish had rarely seen 
him outdoors, and only once before in the daylight. He 
looked unexpectedly old-a vision at thirty-nine ofhis own 
corpse: eyes sunken, hair faded to a dull gray, his face ashen 
and loose as if giving up hold on his skull. 

Kenny looked skinnier than ever. Fish almost didn't 
recognize him, out from behind the bar at Lyle's and without 
his baseball cap, his head shocking, shiny and hairless. The 
anemic young girl at his side was virtually indistinguishable from 
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those who had preceded her-- a boyish figure, tinted glasses 
hiding pale, bloodshot eyes. Her mouth a disturbing slash of 
red. She stood half-leaning, against Kenny. Her short, rabbit-
fur jacket open, exposed a silk shirt, an aching glimpse ofher 
thin, cold chest. She sniffled loudly. Fish rubbed absently at a 
raised scar on his right thumb. It seemed a lifetime ago (a 
flashback) 

Fish forced his thumb into another young, red mouth 
while Kenny and others stood by. Wendy on her knees in front 
of the stove in Kenny's kitchen, eyes rolled back to white, her 
small hand still clenching a blackened glass pipe. A gas burner 
hissed a blue white flame. Fish pulled Wendy's head back, a 
handful oflimp hair. With his other hand he pried open her 
locked jaw, using his thumb to release her tongue from where it 
was locked between her teeth. She made a moaning, choking 
sound, and in the wet warmth ofher mouth, her teeth slipped 
and closed onto his thumb. A strange grind of teeth on bone. 
Fish inhaled sharply, and yanked her jaw back open. A shame-
ful pulse of pleasure stirred within the horror. 

When Wendy came out of the seizure, Annie helped her 
into the otherroom. Fish rinsed his thumb in the sink and 
wrapped it with a paper towel. He heard the mumble of voices 
in the other room, bodies shuffling for position around the open 
flame on the stove. He left by the back door, and down the 
alley. He walked for a long time through the south side, follow-
ing the moon, walking until he felt that maybe he could sleep. 
The paper towel soaked through and fell apart. He caught a 
bus for home. Blood filled tooth marks and dripping slowly off 
the end ofhis thumb (flash forward) 

to Fish shoving his hands into his coat pockets and 
shivering. The priest or minister, a chinless man with bushy 
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eyebrows, said a few words. Fish heard the words crystallize 
and float away in the frigid air: " ... come together to mourn . 
. . this child, this child . .. our sins ... the sins . . . the 
father. .. and hope for resurrection . . . to everlasting dust . 
. . dust . . . dust. " 

The little box lowered into the hole. Like a time cap-
sule, Fish thought, like plundered treasure, like all of our sins 
and ill-gotten wealth hidden away. He imagined in the little box 
Twins World Series ticket stubs, compact discs of the latest 
dance music, a red plastic lobster, a crack pipe, glossy books 
of matches from the finest local clubs and restaurants, guitar 
picks, a napkin embossed with Wendy's lipstick kiss. 

None ofthem believed in redemption. None were 
burdened by illusions of resurrection. It was a relief to have 
the small box out of sight, to be done with this, to be able to 
get out of the cold and the light. The man by the backhoe 
dropped his cigarette and ground it out under his boot. The 
mourners walked back toward the cars that were parked in a 
single row on the narrow drive. 

Peter and Wendy hugged. "We're going to Lyle's," 
he said. "Come along." 

Fish tried to catch Wendy's eye, shaking his head in a 
small, emphatic no. He did not want to be with this group, 
so fresh from a grave. 

"Of course we' 11 come," she said. Wendy and Fish had 
passed the point of comfortably appearing in public together, 
too tired to pretend, too obviously out of things to say to each 
other. Then she told him that she was pregnant. He had not 
been surprised. Not even by the coincidence. Once Wendy 
told him, it seemed inevitable, as ifhe' d always known. What 
else could have possibly happened? And then Annie's 
baby died. 
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Now they had too much to talk about to even know 
how to begin. They rode in silence to Lyle's in the back of 
Peter's weathered Cadillac. Fish felt swallowed by the big car, 
the heavy doors, the cold, cracked leather seats. He looked 
out the small oval opera window. He wondered why it was 
called an opera window, how he knew it was called an opera 
window. He reached over and took Wendy's hand and she let 
it rest, cold and limp in his. Peter and Wendy made small talk 
about the restaurant. Annie and Fish said nothing. 

NAMES. Two steps offHennepinAvenue, one block from the 
freeway on ramp, Lyle's anchors one edge ofthe Wedge, a pie-
shaped neighborhood bordered by Lake Street, narrowing 
south between Lyndale and Hennepin to Franklin Avenue. 
Windowless. Two pay phones in the entryway. An Eight Ball 
Deluxe pinball machine, a jukebox, television. Three fifty-cent 
pool tables in the back. The bar was quiet the afternoon of the 
funeral. It was always dark. Patsy Cline played on the juke-
box, "I Fall to Pieces." The usual barflies swayed on their 
stools. 

The mourners took one of the big, red vinyl booths 
along the wall. Wendy and Annie sat together, and Annie rested 
her head on Wendy's shoulder. All ordered drinks except 
Wendy. She'd quit smoking, too. Fish was amazed how easily 
she gave it all up, alcohol, cigarettes, cocaine. She'd put on 
weight and looked healthy, alive. Most everyone knew she was 
knocked up. 

Wendy and Annie went to the women's room. 
"So," said Fish, "How'sAnnie?" 
"All right, I guess." Peter leaned across the table and 

whispered, "She's pregnant again." He leaned back and took a 
long drink from his beer. 
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"Congratulations?" said Fish, unsure. 
"Yeah, thanks. We're going to put this behind us. 

Like it never happened." 
Fish stared at Peter. 
"You and Wendy, too, I hear," Peter went on. 
Fish nodded, uneasiness welling up in the pit ofhis 

stomach. Wendy had taken to being pregnant with suspicious 
ease. She immediately cleaned up her act. She started to eat 
healthy, and stayed in on Friday and Saturday nights. She got 
softer, friendlier. She talked about the baby. She talked 
about names. Boy names and girl names. Fish thought of 
names, excited and resigned; names ran through his head like 
a holy shopping list. Arnold, Alison, Bryan, Brenda, 
Care/ton, Calla, Dave, Jr, Diamonda, Emmet, Evangeline, 
Fischer, Fischer, Gideon, Gloria (G-L-0-R-I-A), Wendy, 
Wendy, Wendy . ... 

For a trimester or so, things were almost like normal 
between Fish and Wendy. She blossomed sweetly, like 
when they had first met, but with a new glow of promise and 
sobriety. She flushed with this fire they'd accidentally 
started.Hormones and life raged beneath her soft, pale skin, 
and Fish cozied up as close as he dared, for as long as he could 
stand. 

Fish got up from the table and walked over to the 
pinball machine. Patsy Cline was finished. The jukebox 
whirred, clicked, and kicked into the Gear Dads, a local anthem 
of young regret and promiscuity. How could Peter and Annie 
plan to have another kid now, Fish wondered. He pounded the 
chrome ball again and again. The lights of the machine flashed. 
The numbers rolled over, higher and higher. None of them had 
ever planned anything really. And procreation seemed to him so 
obviously wrong from the start. 
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Fish finished the game and took a seat at the bar. The 
man next to him looked over and nodded. 

"How about those Vikings?" On a small TV across the 
bar, the home team was once again wresting defeat from the 
jaws of victory. 

Fish recognized him, this sports fan. The man in the 
green coveralls. 

" am. 

''You're the grave digger." 
"Yep." The man raised an eyebrow at Fish. "That I 

"I saw you out there by the backhoe." Fish paused. 
"Earl." The man held out a hand. 
"Fish." He shook firmly the man's offered hand. "So 

what's it like?" 
"What's what like?" 
''Digging graves." 
"It's a job." The man shrugged. "Tell you the truth, I 

kind of enjoy it. Solitary work. Not as easy as you might 
think." 

"What about the ones like today? You know. The 
babies." 

"The little ones are tough." The man tipped his glass and 
drained the last of the pale lager. "Usually we do them by hand, 
but in the winter ... it takes a light touch to carve a hole that small 
in the frozen turf." 

"I bet." Fish thought about the little box in its neat little 
hole, the cold dirt tamped down around it, becoming solid 
again. 

MEMORIAL DAY. An unearthing. Months of sleepless nights 
passed before Fish again thought about this comer of the 
cemetery. Spring had arrived, and now night. After dark, with 
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a green duffel bag that advertised Special Export beer and 
held a folding shovel and crow bar, Fish returned to Lake-
wood. The earth thawed soft and moist. Spring sod 
yielded easily to new growth, to trowels, boots, and shov-
els. Fish went to work. 

He knelt for a long time at the unearthed grave, de-
tached, watching tears drop to anoint the top of the small 
moonlit box. Dirt darkened his fingernails and stained his 
clothing. No, he was neither sober nor straight. But this is 
no excuse. There are those who contend that people neither 
say nor do things drunk that they have not contemplated 
sober. 

Fish rode MTC buses through the night. He sat dirty 
and alone in the back looking out at rows of empty seats, 
rocking, cradling a green duffel bag, lulled by the drone of 
the lullaby diesel, inhaling the fumes wafting in through open 
windows. He recognized a stop near Wendy's apartment 
building and got off the bus. He stood holding the bundle six 
floors below her window and cried out her name until fights 
came on in other windows and voices cursed and threatened 
him. A bottle shattered on the sidewalk nearby. He returned to 
the bus stop, and onto the next bus. There was nothing to 
distinguish the dirty blond boy from the usual cast oflate night 
characters. His soiled quarters dropped into the pay box. He 
became invisible. 

The story of an unearthed grave topped the next day's 
news. The police were baffled. The public shook its collective 
head. Rumors of satanic rituals whispered around the bars, cof-
fee shops and grocery stores on the south side. Allegations of the 
occult appeared in the press, but investigators were skeptical. 
Detective Robert Finchcliff a short man with a loud voice: "It's the 
work of some prick with no regard for the sanctity of death." 
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Most experts agreed. The media tend to exaggerate 
satanic involvement in bizarre or particularly horrific crimes. 
Stories substantiate and fuel interest in cult-related crimes. The 
police may find books on the occult in a boy's room. But did 
he also have a collection of heavy metal records? A pet reptile? 
Pornographic magazines under the bed? The translated works 
of certain continental philosophers? A girlfriend who'd recently 
cheated on him with a hockey player or an architect? Other 
possible explanations for horrific acts are often not mentioned 
by the press, or the police. 

HISTORY Wendy and Annie grew up together in Austin, 
fifteen miles north of the Iowa border. They ran away to the 
city together at sixteen. Wendy once told Fish that Annie had 
worked as a prostitute for a while when they first got to Minne-
apolis. He suspected Wendy had, as well, but he never asked, 
not really wanting to know. 

Fish met Wendy's parents only once. Her mother was 
an elementary school teacher, her father a meat packer at the 
local Hormel plant where they made Spam processed meat 
product. Wendy had a deep and abiding resentment of her 
parents that Fish never understood. They seemed all right to 
him, as parents went. Wendy and Fish spent a night in Austin 
on their way in a rented car to a wedding in Des Moines. Her 
dad was putting his time in on the picket line of a labor dispute 
that was threatening the very livelihood of the small community. 
Her mother made up the sofa for him downstairs. 

The basement was stacked floor to ceiling with canned 
goods, toilet paper, insect repellent and powdered milk. 
Wendy and Fish had been sleeping together since the night they 
met, but he was more comfortable with this arrangement while 
at her parent's house. 
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Wendy crept downstairs from her room in the night 
and slid in beside him. She kissed him. She was wearing 
one of his flannel shirts, and nothing more. 

"We can wait," Fish whispered. 
"Wait why?" said Wendy. 
"Your parents?" 
"Fuck them." Wendy straddled him, her head down, 

her hair falling into his face. "Fuck me, Fish. Like it's the 
end of the world." 

And so he did. Afterwards, when Wendy went back 
upstairs, Fish lay on the sofa growing cold. He stared at the 
wall of canned goods in the dim blue glow from a mercury 
vapor light outside, wondering what it was people were 
afraid of, what they knew that he didn't know. The fear of 
nuclear war did not translate well to his generation. The 
threat of global destruction always seemed to him less 
terrifying than inevitable. Maybe even justified. 

In the morning, after a breakfast of instant coffee, 
Spam, and eggs, Wendy's parents stood in the driveway of 
their ranch house and waved the rental car out of sight. Fish felt 
a pang like the soft-focus end of a sad, forgettable movie. 

ULTRASOUND. St. Joseph's Home for Children. Fish and 
Wendy squeezed into two small desks behind a group of young 
pregnant women sitting in a semi-circle in what looked like an 
elementary school classroom. Mug shots of Asian babies 
peopled the bulletin boards. A matronly woman, reading 
glasses hanging from her neck on a gold chain, handed them 
pamphlets. Fish squirmed, guilty in his maleness, as ifby his 
presence he had admitted fathering all of the unwanted lives 
growing in these undersized chairs. 

Decisions, decisions. Fish steadfastly refused to make 
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a decision. For weeks after the funeral Wendy pleaded with 
him to tell her what to do. Finally, she told him that she would 
have the child and refuse to let him see it. 

Weeks passed. Their dilemma became visible, insistent. 
Wendy's doctor told her that in another week, the decision 
would be made for them. A black and white photograph on the 
desk between them showed an indistinct form turning human 
before her eyes, growing fingers, tiny and translucent. 

Wendy called Fish. She cried and cursed him for his 
refusal to take make a decision. Then she asked him to go with 
her. On the way to the clinic in St. Paul, the cab passed over 
the new Lake Street bridge. Wendy leaned against him, her 
head on his shoulder, and Fish could feel the huge space below 
the freshly-painted bridge open up beneath them, the flowing 
nver. 

Fish stopped the cabbie a block from the clinic, in front 
of an ice cream parlor. They walked and a silence hung over 
them, separating them from the world they were passing 
through. The red brick building looked like any of the other 
office buildings in the area, except for the bright new sixteen 
foot high chainlink fence that enclosed it. He walked her past a 
congregation of angry, sign-waving citizens, cleareyed raging 
apparitions. 

Later that afternoon, Wendy and Fish sat in the ice 
cream parlor. Wendy stared out the window, her banana split 
melting into a thick pool in the plastic bowl. Fish wanted to 
touch her, to brush away the tears that welled and hung wetly in 
the comers ofher eyes. But he felt that he could not, and he 
words failed him utterly. 

Wendy took two weeks of vacation, and went to 
Acapulco with Annie. When she came back, she called Fish 
and met him at Lyle's. She looked good, tan and rested. At the 
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bar she turned her head, striking a pose like a woman waiting 
confidently for something. A man to light her cigarette? 

"Are you smoking again?" said Fish, fumbling for 
matches. 

"Everything has changed." Wendy lit her own cigarette. 
"I'm not who I used to be." 

"Drink?" Fish wondered who she was now. He 
guessed that the new Wendy did not abstain from alcohol. He 
signaled to Kenny behind the bar. 

"You never did know me, Fish" Wendy took the glass 
from Kenny and tossed down a double scotch. Kenny moved 
a discreet distance away and began to polish ashtrays with a 
towel. 

"I can't see you any more." Wendy exhaled dramati-
cally. "Nothing personal." 

"Oh," said Fish. He had the feeling he was watching 
himself in a bad one-act play and he'd forgotten his lines. 

Fish left a red rose in Wendy's mailbox every day for twelve days 
running. People on the sidewalk stared. They smiled from the 
bus stop, and peered though dusty window blinds. She did not 
return his calls. It was spring, and the ugliness had distilled into 
allure and regret. He ached for her, but without hope. There 
were no more roses. She didn't call. He lay awake at night and 
listened to sirens, the rain, anonymous tires hissing on wet pave-
ment. He took one last dozen roses to the Lakewood cemetery 
and left them on the small mound ofbare soil that was thawing, 
softening in the spring sun. Soon it 
would be Memorial Day. The elms budding, the grass greening. 
Life going on. 

CONFESSION. Fish, Kenny, and Earl at Lyle's, an early 
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summer Sunday. Kenny hated Sundays. Sunday afternoon 
meant he worked the bar alone, pouring tap beer a~d whiskey 
for a meager trickle of sports fans, hard-core drinkers, and the 
other unpredictable odd lot of characters who showed up on 
the last godforsaken day of the week. Today it was Fish, 
already slurring his words and buying round after round for 
himself and Earl. The backhoe operator also often worked 
Sundays, and stopped in to Lyle's when finished. This after-
noon, the three reverently watched the dramatic account, 
narrated by a well-coifed blonde woman in a red low-cut dress, 
of a recent unsolved grave robbery in Minneapolis. 

At the commercial break, Earl got to his feet and made 
his way to the men's room. Fish raised up off the barstool, 
reached across the bar and grabbed Kenny by the shirt. He 
whispered into Kenny's face with labored, beery breath. 

"It was me, Kenny." 
"What?" said Kenny, confused. 
"I did it," said Fish. "And this story on TV and in the 

paper, these people don't have a clue." His grip on Kenny's 
shirt relaxed. 

· "Whoa." Kenny stepped back. He looked hard at 
Fish. "Damn." 

"You got a cigarette?" Fish said. 
Kenny carefully pushed a pack across the bar. Fish 

removed one, fumbled with a book of matches, and managed to 
light the cigarette. "Help me take care of this, Kenny." 

"Are you nuts?" asked Kenny. 
"Fish put his head down in reply. He thumped his 

forehead on the bar in a slow, steady rhythm. Sundays, thought 
Kenny. 

Word got around. When Fish got home, the phone was 
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was ringing. Wendy calling from work, between sets at the 
Skyway Lounge. 

"I heard, Fish." 
"Heard what?" 
"I heard you're a sick fuck" she said. "And Peter is 

going to kill you." 
''No he won't." Fish wasn't sure, though. He envi-

sioned the wan pastry chef, enraged with grief and horror, 
wielding sharp, stainless steel kitchen utensils. 

"Wh F' h?" y, IS • 

"I don't know." Fish didn't know. "I wanted to 
know .... " 

''What?" 
"Wendy," Fish tried again. "Would you visit me ifl 

went to jail?" No reply. So he continued, "I heard you hate 
my guts." 

"Don't flatter yourself, Fish," said Wendy, finally. 
Fish imagined her at the payphone outside the dress-

ing room at the Skyway, hugging herself, shivering in a bright 
sequined g-string, a blue scarf draped over her bare shoul-
ders and her perky breasts. The bright blue accentuated the 
color ofher eyes. Eyes that flashed beautifully, Fish knew, 
when she was upset. A faraway voice called Wendy's name. 

"I'm coming." Wendy yelled. Fish jumped, and 
through the phone heard the music start at the Skyway 
Lounge. And then the line went dead. 

Listening to the dial tone Fish couldn't believe he had 
ever loved her. But he had, and he no longer knew what to do. 
The instincts that he had followed to this place in time no longer 
spoke to him. From deep within his heart, all he heard was this 
dial tone, and he feared that perhaps no one was home, or 
ever would be again. 
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RESTITUTION. The right thing. It was well after dark when 
Fish called Kenny the Hat from a convenience store payphone. 

"I've got to talk to you." 
"Listen. I don't want to hear about it." 
"I need your help," Fish said. "I want to make things 

right" 
"I'm busy," Kenny said. 
"So am I." Fish felt the bulk of the duffel bag against 

his leg in the booth. Busy, he thought, turning love into hate, 
and back into love. Busy thinking of names for a boy, and 
names for a girl. Busy trying to see a face for those names. 

Kenny met him at the bus stop half an hour later. It was 
raining again. Fish got on first with the duffel bag, letting Kenny 
pay their fares with a handful of change. The bus driver took a 
sip of coffee from a styrofoam cup and placed it on the dash 
amidst a carnage of old transfers and tom, crumpled packets of 
non-dairy creamer that bled a yellow-white powder the color of 
bad methamphetamine. Fish felt his forehead pulse. They 
moved to the back of the bus where a young black man wear-
ing a nylon jogging suit and a bandanna on his head was speak-
ing to a white woman in a business outfit resolutely clutching a 
briefcase to her chest and staring straight ahead. She had 
stayed late at the office and missed her bus. Her officemates 
were safe at home. 

"Hey baby, I'm talking to you. Look at me, bitch. 
Hey, baby." The man's eyes shone like glass. None of the 
passengers looked at him. They stared at the front ofthe bus. 

"Hey, baby. Hey, baby." His voice was hypnotic. The 
lights from the street burst into shards of red and white on the 
wet windshield · 

A skinny white guy wearing thick black -rimmed glasses 
and a tattered plaid sports coat lurched for the door at the 
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Portland Avenue stop. He tripped over the duffel bag on 
the floor at Fish's feet, his glasses sliding down his nose. 
He pushed them back in place, and stood staring at the open 
door. Then suddenly he turned. He flailed out with a sad, 
looping, furious punch. Fish flinched just enough so the 
puny fist only glanced off his nose. And before he could 
react, the skinny guy was out the door, shaking his fist, 
ranting, the bus pulling away. The black guy alone chuck-
led at this little drama, a loud and humorless laugh. 

Fish carried a tube sock with two D-cell batteries 
knotted in the end for just such occasions. He belatedly 
pulled out his improvised blackjack and gave the seat in 
front of him a resounding whack. 

"What was that about?" Fish's eyes watered. His 
vision blurred. A trickle ofblood gathered inside his 
nostril. "What did I do? Motherfucker!" 

"Who knows, man." Kenny shrugged. "Maybe his 
boss, his wife. Maybe his car, this goddamn bus. A nobody. 
Loser." 

"2IA. I hate this fucking bus," Fish said. 
They rode a while without talking. Fish stared out 

the window and thought about Wendy. 
"I talked to Wendy last night." 
"You guys back together?" 
"Not hardly." 
"Good riddance, then, right?" 
"I became a vegetarian for her!" The anger rose up in 

Fish. "I can't even look at a Big Mac anymore-- the smell of it 
makes me sick!" 

"That's good, man. Meat is murder. Clogs up your 
arteries." 

Fish looked at Kenny, at a loss for words. 
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They got off a couple blocks west of the river. The red 
lights of the bus blurred away down the liquid street. They 
followed it, specters, gliding past Chinese restaurants and pawn 
shops, past the White Castle and the twin Super America 
convenience stores facing each other from opposite sides of the 
street, past used car lots and the neon cross above the soup 
kitchen, and out onto the new Lake Street Bridge. 

The duffel bag was getting heavy, but Kenny didn't 
offer to take it. Fish shifted the burden to carry it in his arms in 
front ofhim. They stopped out on the bridge in the gloom 
between two streetlights. Fish knelt and placed the bag gently 
on the sidewalk. Traffic was light this time of night. 

"Is this the middle?" He peered over the edge of the 
railing. 

The Mississippi River flowed fifty or sixty feet beneath 
them, invisible, a dark hush swallowing the lights and sound of 
the city diminished. 

"Close enough." Kenny said. 
''This the right thing, right?" 
"The right thing. How can you even say that?" 
"I just want to make things right." Fish picked up the 

duffel bag as ifhe were weighing it. 
"Whatever," said Kenny. "You can't change the past." 

Cars passed by on the wet pavement of the bridge, their 
windows dark, headlights small in the big darkness over the 
river. "But tomorrow's a new day, eh?" 

"Yeah," said Fish, ''whatever." 

EPILOGUE. Earl, the grave digger, snored peacefully in his 
apartment to the late night drone of the freeway. Annie tossed 
sleeplessly on the sofa in the duplex she shared with Peter, 
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Peter, fighting the familiar cravings and the sickness she 
felt coming on. She tried to concentrate on the lesbian nuns 
who glowed from the television on a late night talk show. 
The neon sign was off and the door was locked at Chez 
Marie Roget. Inside, in a booth near the door to the 
kitchen, Wendy bent to the table with a tightly-rolled 
twenty dollar bill to inhale one of a pair of fat lines of white 
powder off a pocket mirror. She slid the mirror and the 
rolled bill across the table to Peter, and sniffed. An empty 
MTC bus groaned once more onto the Lake Street Bridge 
where two small figures swam in the darkness beyond the 
circles of streetlight, there at the edge of the railing. The 
night sky over the city was a blue much darker than the color of 
Wendy's eyes. 

Fish leaned over the rail. He felt the weight of the duffel 
bag against his arms, pulling him down toward the cold dark 
water below. For a moment, he felt balanced perfectly between 
falling and not falling, between two options equally possible and 
equally inviting. He closed his eyes, his hands relaxed and he 
heard the bag disappear with a whisper into the blackness 
under the bridge. He became light. He held his breath, 
counted, and listened for a splash. When it finally came, the 
sound was so small and so slight, Fish wondered ifhe'd only 
imagined it. Kenny grabbed his collar and pulled Fish back 
onto the bridge, unburdened, empty, and feeling oddly alive. 
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Dan Memmolo 

Guitar Hero 
for Larry Levis ( 1946-1996) 

I've been thinking about that night in your kitchen. 
Half-drunk. The fuck-you sound of the Clash 
storming from the tiny speakers of your tape player. 
The two of us leaning back, letting our heels 
do all the standing, tilting our heads now and again 
to sing an odd line or two. There was a party going on 
around us-- the festive crashes ofbreaking glass, 
that slow drift of cigarette smoke, a couple groping 
each other by the pantry. But here's what I'm getting at: 
for those I 0, maybe 15 minutes that we stood 
with our beer bottles and listened to the Clash 
destroy rock'n 'roll, we were ecstatic. Our ecstasy 
reaching its peak during a guitar solo, when you sang 
with Strummer, his voice soaked in sarcasm, 
a certain vigor in your voice that surprised us both, 
"You're my guitar hero!" Your chin in the air, 
smile foreshadowing the laugh I shared with you--
awkward, as if everything depended on it-- the song 
charging into another verse of negation. And that was it. 
Soon after someone tapped you on the shoulder 
or grabbed you by the arm and pulled you away 
from what I was about to tell you next: how as a teenager 
I used to leap around my bedroom to those songs, 
playing the meanest air guitar this side of London, 
singing into the antenna of my Panasonic 
as ifl were sharing it with Strummer, 
the two of us ranting furiously, 
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faces clinched tighter than a fist, 
beating the hell out of our instruments, 
the music growing louder, 
always refusing to end, 
and always ending suddenly, 
collapsing quickly 
into silence. 
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Taylor Graham 

Snowshoes 

This morning is a blind face 
with white eyeballs. 
Daylight's pawing at the rim 
of dreams, burying the road-
berms under snow. Birds 
are pecking down toward yesterday 
for seed and starving. 
I'll be making coffee, black 
and strong. You're re-learning 
how to walk for wood. 
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Main Street This Town 

The angel oflost dogs calls down the alleys 
which repeat. Cobbles and pick-axed rock. 
Dead dogs don't answer, won't come 
when called. They've found their place. 

You know all these sidewalks and back-sides 
where the dumpsters accumulate every-
thing nobody wants. In front of the Anny-
N avy two kids are giving away free puppies 

like a bargain, like a tooth on war. Free-
dom is not free, the sign says. Protection 
has its cost in kibble. The dog-angel 
sniffs at soles and whimpers to the street. 
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DonA. Hoyt 

Impressions of Childhood 

I am an overcoated tourist in my own town now, 
drifting around not searching, just being near the past. 
The milling of strangers, the streaming past of traffic, 
the noisy old school yards--
I have gone so far from my origins they are a mild adventure. 
I watch the children jostle each other 
as if to guarantee their futures by vibrating their nows. 

I don't remember my first kiss. 
It must have been a profound experience, 
the tasting ofhuman upholstery like that. 
Nor do I remember my first fist-fight 
over the possession of something terribly meaningful. 
Such things are best known only by mothers, 
the keepers of our fleshy archives, 
the knowers of our jostling, naked selves, 
totally trustworthy in that respect. 

Like the stilted houses ofNew Orleans, 
legends are built on forgotten childhoods. 
Wallace Stevens, ConradAdenauer, Jesus, 
declared their youths apocryphal. 
What is left is the vague impression 
that what we are now is somehow 
a summary of the cries and jostling then endured. 
For the children, here, I watch through the fence, 
I will be among their vague impressions 
that someone knew their jostling, naked selves. 
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Keith Hendrix 

Groundward 

We park our truck hubcap-high 
in fescue, white with star frost. We load our guns 
by feel not light, metal & polished 
wood. Under the slow burn 
& rise of morning; I have my mother's 
skin; I have my father's wisdom 
teeth in my mouth; I have many layers 
of clothes, one of sweatpants. Through the field, 

through the frost, we head to the woods. I'm asleep 
on my feet; as if it were a river about 
to freeze, I step in the heavy grass 
he mats. He, on the ridge, & I, 
in the gully, hunt. Beside the hull of a fallen oak, I pass 
all morning dreaming: 

jars of pennies 
buried under a bowling 
alley; push pins holding up English ivy; white 
washed moths laying eggs 
in my mouth; cows, bellies 
swollen, no ribs, 
licking salt off a white truck. 
My tongue wanders over my molars, looks for the eggs, 
slicks over valleys & ridges in my crunchy mouth, and finds a 

pearly 
maggot. I chew and chew and swallow and chew. 
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Sarah Browning 

Four Pieces 

I ate four pieces oflasagna 
at the horne ec bake off--
bursting ground beef rectangles 
of ooze on my cafeteria plate. 
Toni came in next day 
with a scrolled commendation 
to my extraordinary four piece 
achievement, a gastronomic feat 
unparalleled in the history 
of the middle school horne ec bake off. 

She was like that, Toni. 
Somehow the boys would shrivel 
on their leering vines. 
The girls' hip buggers 
and blue eye shadow 
would go pale and dusty. 

I would not be tall and lumbering, 
the sixth grade Towering Inferno, 
threatening to bum. 
I would be an eater of acclaim, 
perched and bleeding 
one proud lasagna moment, 
before the longest retreat. 
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Tea with Virginia Woolf 
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C. M. Mayo 

From the Torre Latino 

There was this man who wanted to jump 
He'd given his wallet to the elevator boy 
his car keys to the janitor 
He said I'm tired 
That's all he kept saying 
I'm tired 
He had hair the color of champagne 
a double breastedjacket 
an alligator skin belt 

And we wanted to help him 
we really did 

He kept taking in deep breaths 
as ifhe were swallowing something enormous 
and shaking one ankle 
A crowd gathered below 
humming humming 
Somewhere in the distance there was a siren 
but it was going not coming 

The office manager leaned out on his elbows 
Think of your children he said 
and things like that 
The man said please 
I'm so fucking 
tired 
and he tossed out 
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his watch 

It flashed like a small coin 

and then it looked 
like what it was 
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Kristin A. Bair 

Grace 

It begins like many things begin. Simply. It is early evening. 
Twilight. Just after the dinner hour. A man knocks on the door of 
a woman's house. She answers it. Invites him in. He accepts. 
Steps into her home. He is a salesman, offering vacuums or ency-
clopedias or a monthly shipment of oranges direct from Florida. 
His specific business is unimportant. She settles on the sofa and 
watches politely as he unpacks his wares. Nods at appropriate 
pauses during the ensuing demonstration. He is proud ofhis prod-
uct, showcasing each piece with a wave ofhis hand and a glowing 
endorsement, in much the same way a game show announcer 
highlights the prizes offered to the big winner. After he has fin-
ished, she declines to purchase any goods, but suggests a glass of 
cold tea. With lemon, she says, smiling. It is summertime. Muggy 
in this part ofthe country. The man's shirt is pasted to his back 
with sweat. His throat is parched from the fifteen-minute presen-
tation. He accepts. The woman excuses herself. Rises. Disap-
pears into what he imagines, but cannot know for sure at this 
particular moment, is the kitchen. He hears sounds ... the slight 
suction as a refrigerator door is pulled open, the clinking of ice 
against glass, the tap of shoes on a tile floor. Kitchen sounds. 
Ones with which we are all familiar. While the woman is absent, 
he repacks his wares into their boxes or cases, somewhat disap-
pointed in his failure to sway her decision. He sees all women as 
potential customers. It is his job to convince each one that she 
needs what he has to offer. He is not very good at it. If he were 
any kind of observer of human behavior, if he had spent more 
time studying the habits of the women to whom he tried to sell 
things, he might have been more successful, and, he might have 
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might have realized before it was too late that this woman, 
this potential customer, was not right in the head. He might 
have known as soon as she opened the door--perhaps by the 
cautious way she surveyed the road behind him, assuring her-
self of its emptiness, or the swiftness in her decision to invite 
him into her home, a decision most women ponder and de-
bate, measuring and tabulating the salesman's trustworthi-
ness, for a good ten minutes while he plies her with compli-
ments on the stoop-- that he should tum, claiming a wrong 
address, and hurry back the way he'd come. But this man is 
more interested in selling than observing-- does not see the 
connection between the two-- so by the time he realizes he is in 
jeopardy, it is too late. 

* * * 
The fact that something begins simply does not ensure 

continued simplicity. 
When the woman returns, she hands the man the prom-

ised glass of cold tea. A mint sprig floats on top. The man smiles. 
His lips are thin and pale; they disappear into his face. 

This is the way his mother prepared cold tea for him as a 
child. A bit of ice, a sliver oflemon, a sprig of mint. He says thank 
you in a choked voice, thinking briefly ofhis mother's funeral two 
years before, then gulps the tea and swallows his sorrow with it. 
When the glass is empty, the woman takes it from him and sets it 
on a shelfbehind her. She leans back into the sofa. Again, if the 
man possessed a keener eye, he might have taken note of the five 
identical glasses sitting· on the same shelf with mint sprigs 
dried against their bottoms. He might have noted an obvious 
lack of children-- no toys scattered under the tables and chairs-
-or husband-- no ties or mugs or crew socks lying about-which 
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someone had had to drink. Not surprisingly, he doesn't notice 
anything but the fact that although tea is now out of the way and 
the woman is markedly less talkative, it still seems as if she doesn't 
want him to. go. Something about the way she looks at him. Eyes 
long and endless, like a tunnel he once passed through during a 
sales conference in Pittsburgh, a tiny speck of light far away prom-
ising something delicious on the other side. So he stays. This 
habit of staying too long is the second characteristic which con-
tributes to his professional failure. The man has never learned 
when or how to make an exit, even when a potential customer has 
already rejected his goods, albeit due to financial constraints or a 
lack of need for a particular item. The last thing the man wishes is 
for a woman to consider him rude-- his mother taught him many 
things, most especially good manners, which includes never leav-
ing directly after refreshment and never standing first to depart 
when a woman is present. Sometimes the man sits with a woman 
for three hours talking about this or that, until it is much too late to 
attempt another sale in another home down the street. He would 
return to his apartment with the same number of blank purchase 
orders he'd left with that very morning and always a more pro-
found sense of doom. The bills he receives in the mail are piled on 
a small table next to his door, unpaid, and his checkbook he keeps 
locked in a rather ornate chest on his dresser. It has been this 
way for some time. A long time. 

As the man talks, he begins to feel somewhat numb, also 
a bit woozy. He might have described the sensation, had his lips 
not turned to rubber, as the feeling he imagined one might have as 
one is drowning, the loss of control and bit of panic at the moment 
just before blackout. He often thinks about drowning and almost 
daily considers careening his car off the bridge near his apartment 
into the river below. But the man is also a coward. He will never 
drown himself. Or for that matter, save himself. 
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the bridge near his apartment into the river below. But the 
man is also a coward. He will never drown himself. Or for 
that matter, save himself. 

Just as he begins to notice a vibrating hum in his ears 
and a fuzziness at the edges ofthings that just minutes before 
had been sharp and quite clear, the man slumps to his right. 
His head strikes the arm ofthe chair. Not so hard as to draw 
blood, but hard enough to cause a contusion. He is uncon-
sciOus. 

The woman smiles. Stands. She runs a hand over the 
bald spot on the crown ofhis head, then drifts from the room like 
smoke. She is satisfied. 

* * * 
When the man awakens, he realizes that nothing will ever 

be the same again, that the stack ofbills on the small table next to 
the door in his apartment will be discovered in a few days or a 
few weeks by his cousin, with whom he is somewhat close, or the 
authorities, who may be called in when he has missed a few con-
secutive check-ins at the office. Despite his continued failure to 
make sales, he visits the office regularly and his absence, though 
probably celebrated, would most definitely be noted. The man, 
naked now, is lying on his back in a roasting pot, tied up like a 
whole chicken, with butcher's string knotting his ankles and wrists 
to his thighs. It is not a comfortable position, but the blood has 
gone from his extremities so he doesn't feel much pain, merely a 
slight tingling from time to time. His head is propped on what he 
believes to be a pile of potatoes and carrots-- he recognizes 
their scent--, and perhaps a few onions which have already 
begun to soften. He is soaking in a savory broth that gives 
offthe scent of fresh oregano and thyme, which he heard the 
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the kitchen. She hums what sounds like a lullaby, something close 
to the melody sung to him as a child by his own mother. But most 
lullabies share a similar strain so he will never be sure. Every few 
minutes the woman stands over him with a deep-bellied ladle and 
bastes him with the broth as you would an eye-of-round or pork 
roast. The broth is not yet hot so the sensation is somewhat sooth-
ing, like an herbal bath, but she has checked the oven's tempera-
ture numerous times-- its door squeaks each time it is opened--
and he knows that once placed inside, it will not be long before 
the broth reaches the boiling point. He is not looking forward to 
this. He looks up at her each time she bastes him and finally 
notices that her features are slightly askew and her focus some-
what frayed. Her left arm is folded across her chest and the index 
finger of that hand taps the upper arm of the right over and over · 
again without rhythm. lfhe had only noticed earlier, he might have 
avoided such calamity; he might have continued on down the street 
to Mrs. Tyler's home on the corner where he is absolutely posi-
tive he could have made a sale. Earlier that same week, he had 
stopped by for a quick introduction, promising a longer call in just 
a few days. Mrs. Tyler had been quite receptive, seemingly in-
trigued by what he had to offer. 

As he waits to be placed into the oven, which he can see 
if he lifts his head over the lip of the roasting pot, he remembers 
certain people and places he had long forgotten, simple things like 
Mrs. Wieber, his second-grade teacher, who toted him across the 
playground over her shoulder in a mesh ball bag as punishment 
for biting a kindergartner on the cheek; and Scott Tewksbury, a 
bespectacled boy on his block who burned moths' wings by ma-
nipulating the sun's rays with a magnifying glass; and Missus Chin, 
the grocer who always added an extra treat to his sack, a cradle 
of pea pods or a bundle of green onions. He rounds these memo-
ries out in his mind as the woman carries him to, then places him in 
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Tewksbury, a bespectacled boy on his block who burned 
moths' wings by manipulating the sun's rays with a magnify-
ing glass; and Missus Chin, the grocer who always added an 
extra treat to his sack, a cradle of pea pods or a bundle of 
green onions. He rounds these memories out in his mind as 
the woman carries him to, then places him in the oven. She is 
gentle, careful not to splash any broth over the sides. He 
remembers his mother, who made him believe that if he were 
always kind, success in life would follow. He realizes she 
had lied. 

The man does not notice much about what happens next. 
The broth boils and the small glass window in the oven door be-
comes coated with beads of moisture so that the world beyond is 
blurred. He is hot and drowsy, as he often is after a long day on 
the road, making call after call, and he imagines a second glass of 
cold tea would hit the spot. His head sinks deeper into the soften-
ing pile of vegetables. It is actually quite comfortable. The man 
hears the woman check his progress one last time, the small creak 
of the oven door, but cannot open his eyes to look back at her. 
She smiles, pokes him in various soft spots with a long-tined fork. 
Feeling the beginning of pain the way one might in a bad dream, 
the man inhales. Broth bubbles on his lips at the exhale. "Say 
grace," his mother says. 

"Grace." 
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